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Dear readers

We, at Cleantech Bulgaria and Cleantech Romania dedicate our efforts to develop the 
network that will bring together the business, society and policy makers for the 
sustainable future of region. 
 
Moving towards greater sustainability will not happen without broad public demand
for transformation – it will challenge individuals, institutions and societies to view
tomorrow as a day that belongs to all of us, or it will not belong to anyone.
In other words, the change starts with the people!
 
Over the last three months, we have made further progress towards our objective 
of fostering the development of the eco-conscious
community in Bulgaria and Romania.
We believe that combining the forces of the both
counties we can achieve better results and also 
position our region as attractive 
destination for green and clean business. 
 
Our NEWSLETTER is designed to help you 
get oriented in the local attitudes and 
news, as well as in the global trends on the 
sustainable business market. Each 
newsletter will arm you with the latest news, 
reports and personal insights on a wide range of sustainable 
business topics so you can quickly and easily keep on top of the rapidly shift-
ing landscape of sustainable 
business.

 
Your Cleantech editorial team



Currently, in Romania there are almost 800 wind plants with a 2.000 MW capac-
ity, the result of an over 3 bln Euro investment.  According to the last reports and 
analyses, it seems that the investment reached one of the most important goals: 
a cheaper energy for both investors and the final users, although the generous 
scheme support offered by the state had an reverse effect on invoices. 
The positive economic effect produced by the wind energy can be seen in the the 
following  figures:
The energy price in OPCOM stock exchange in March 2013 was 143,6 lei/ MWh.  
Last year, same period, the price was 243,6 lei/MWh, which means a cost reduc-
tion of 40%. 
Moreover, it is estimated that the energy invoices payed by the small industry users 
can decrease with almost 2-3% as a result of a cheaper energy. And the cheaper 
energy is a direct result of an increased wind energy production and generation. 
As an overall view, the market specialists declare that comparing the first 3 months 
of 2013 with the same period from 2012, it is obvious that we can talk about a 30% 
decreasing price for energy.

Wind energy effect: the energy became cheaper with 30% in 
stock exchange. Is this going to be the same for the end user?

Romania plans to cut support for renewable energy
Romania’s government will cut its support scheme for wind, solar and small hydro 
renewable energy projects to avoid overcompensating investors, energy regulator 
ANRE said at the end of March. Elsewhere in the European Union, countries such 
as Germany, Britain and Spain have either cut or plan to reduce incentives for 
renewable energy after years of strong government support. Romania’s support 
scheme gives renewable power producers green certificates for each megawatt 
generated. Suppliers must get an increasing percentage of the power they sell from 
renewable energy and buy certificates to meet these targets.

Investors in renewables make gains when they sell the certificates and again when 
they sell their power output. But the support scheme also allows ANRE to ask the 
government to cut certificates if investors’ rates of return become too high.
ANRE proposes to cut the number of certificates to 1.5 from two per megawatt 
for wind energy, to three from six for solar projects and to 2.3 from three for 
small hydro power plants, it said in a statement. The changes will apply to new 
projects.

Romania’s subsidies, which analysts and the European Commission have said are 
too generous, have attracted billions of euros in investment, particularly to wind 
power. The scheme, which has been in place for only one year, has also driven the 
inflation rate higher. Green certificates accounted for nearly half of a 10 percent 
hike in households’ power bills in January. Energy Minister Constantin Nita was 
quoted as saying that the government also planned to cut the upper range of the 
price that renewables producers get for certificates, catching many investors off 
guard.

More and more architects, constructors, investors and authorities became interest-
ed in green building concept due to the efficient use of energy resources. Although 
to build such a “green house” is apparently more expensive, the maintenance costs 
are lower and the long term investment is very advantageous.

Last autumn, the only electric automobile in the Romanian market was Mitsubishi 
iMiev. This year, the market expects the new electric smart together with the elec-
tric models of Renault that include ZOE, Fluence ZE and Kangoo ZE. The first eco 
building in Bucharest was Euro Tower. 

A green business : new eco tendencies in energy, 
transport, agriculture and constructions.
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Romanian “Green” Buildings: where are they built, how does they look like, 
how much did they cost?

Romania Green Building Council in partnership with NAI Romania, launched the official report for the Most Green Buildings 
in Romania. The selection criteria were the green performance certificates LEED, BREEAM, PassiveHaus, EcoLabel European 
Label and the energetic performance certificates A,B and C. The study shows that the green building market increased from 
0% in 2000 to 5% in 2012.

Greenoma, Mogosoaia, Ilfov, 130 000 Euro
It is a 151,86 sqm house built for a family with four members, having three bedrooms and a common yard with the Green 
Initiative NGO office. The project has been delivered in 2011 and the main purpose was the to produce energy and heating, 
as well as obtaining bio and organic food products.

Inoveco, Plopu, Prahova, 190 000 Euro
Built in 2010, the house produce 85% renewable energy using photovoltaic panels, central ventilation system that recovers the 
thermal energy and LED illumination.

Prispa, Luncani, Bacau, 70 000 Euro
The photovoltaic system has 32 panels with 8 KWh power installed. According to the latest reports, the house produce 9.501 
KWh/year and consume 7.508,11 KWh/year, meaning almost 20% than the energy produced. The materials used for construc-
tion were mostly wood and clay for the exterior walls, being known that this material has the property to absorb humidity.

Soleta, Bucharest – Ploiesti road, 28.000 Euro
The house have been built last year and the construction materials were 93% naturals, with a minimum processing operation 
required. The house is optimized regarding the energy loss, the energy transfer and it is ready to be tooled up with various 
systems for energy producing and storage.

Pilot project UPB, Bucharest University Politehnica, 168.000 Euro
The building has an energy consumption of 11KWh/sqm/year, the maximum standard allowed by Passive House Institute 
Darmstadt being 15KWh/sqm/year.
This performance has been obtained due to several reasons: south orientation, shadowing elements, air passive pre-heating, 
ventilation system that allows the heating recovery, warm water produced by solar panels, thermal solar panel, wind
turbine.

Vestas – wind turbines investment

The biggest wind turbines producer in the world, the Danish group Vestas, will have 
in Romania wind installations of almost 1,2 bil Euro, according to their estimations. 
The finalized projects of the company amount at 1.100 MW and are most likely to be 
exceeded.The Danish Company began to produce wind turbines tacking in account the 
realistic necessity of finding alternative sources for classic energy, especially in 
northern countries and then in all regions with wind energy potential. The first wind 
turbine produced by Vesta Denmark appeared on the European market in 1979.

The small wind turbines can generate 50-60 KW and use rotors with a diameter of 1-15 
m. The most used wind turbines have a medium size. They have a diameter of 15-60 m 
and a capacity of 50 – 1500 KW. Most of the commercial turbines generate a capacity of 
500KW – 1500KW. According to a study made by Erste Group, the country wind 
potential – 14 00 MW – is the biggest from south-east Europe and the second from 
Europe. Transelectrica  announced that the national system can sustain wind turbines 
of maximum 4 000 MW, although there have been received connection requests for 30 
000 MW. The projects already signed are covering 8.000 MW.
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The building has a decreased energy consumption with 30% due to the intelligent energy system. Moreover, the elevators are 
placed in the middle of the building, therefore all offices can have natural lightning.

The most noted project regarding  the green building concept is “Prispa house”, a project in collaboration with The Technical 
University of Civil Engineering Bucharest, University of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu”, University Politehnica of 
Bucharest, National University of Arts Bucharest. The house have been bought by a family from Bacau. The value of the house 
is 70 000 Euro. 



1
New rules for waste  collection for commercial, manufacturing and
administrative entities from 01.01.2013

A new regulation entered into force on 1st of January 2013, in addi-
tion to article 33, paragraph 4 of the Law on waste management. The 
regulation introduces obligatory separated collection of paper, plastic, 
glass and metal for all companies in the country.
So far such an obligation was only to producers of goods.

According to the new regulation, the companies and organizations 
are now required to collect waste and hand it in to specialized and 
licensed waste utilization operators.
To fulfil this obligation, all owners and users of commercial sites and all 
persons in charge in industrial, commercial and office buildings have 
the opportunity to contract with certified companies for waste activi-
ties and organizations for packaging waste utilisation. 

The new regulation for separate collection applies to all companies and craftsmen, shops, cafes and restaurants, even for those 
who run a small administrative office, although not producing any goods whose packaging may contaminate the environment. 
Exceptions will be made only in communities with system for waste collection and settlements with fewer than 5,000 inhabit-
ants. The introduction of this requirement comes as a measure to address the European regulation for waste collection implied 
to Bulgaria. The application of this regulation by the companies and organization is not necessarily related to organizational 
changes or purchase of special equipment, but rather with clarification of the rules and order for separate waste collection 
applied in the correspondent local municipality.

Being the first attempt to structure the green community in 
Bulgaria, we, at Cleantech Bulgaria quickly realised the neces-
sity to make constant efforts to raise the public awareness, to 
sustain the dialogue and encourage the good example for the 
change towards sustainability. 

Therefore we initiated Green Business Network Bulgaria – cor-
porate club for sustainable business growth. 
The concept for the Green Business Network was born out of 
our two-year experience of work with local and international 
companies, cleantech - communities, civil organisations and 

policymakers to draw attention and increase understanding of the concept that the successful companies of tomorrow will be 
those that reduce their environmental impact today, while increasing their social and economic impacts. 

The first meeting of the Green Business Network was held on February 22nd and brought together senior management of 10 
of the largest companies in Bulgaria, Deputy Ambassador of UK in Bulgaria Ms Catherine Barber and NGOs involved in sustain-
able policies. The participants shared their successful sustainable policies and identified barriers to the development of “green 
economy” in the country. The second meeting of the green executive club took place on 11th of April and was attended by 
Mr Julian Popov, Minister of Environment and Water, H.E. Guro Katharina Vikør, Ambassador of Norway in Bulgaria, as well 
by other 25 representatives of business, education entities and NGO sector. The topic of the second meeting was Green 
Employability. The events are hosted by Tishman International’s Sofia Airport Center awarded Green Office Building of 2012 
in The Building of the Year Contest. 

Together with the organizers of the Cleantech Bulgaria, members of the Green Business Network have set targets within 
2013 to develop a strategic document to outline and express their common vision for business development and positioning 
Bulgaria on the global “green” card. Within 5 business meeting in 2013 Green Business Network will bring together all signifi-
cant stakeholders in the region. 

Further information aboub Green Business Network meetings and activities could be found on http://events.cleantech.bg/
Green-Business-Network/en/About-GBN 

The Bulgarian Business unites for sustainable economic growth
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The official launch of the first training center specializing in green skills 
development, Green Academy was held on February 7th 2013 in Sofia.

The mission of Green Academy is to provide skills and knowledge for 
emerging sectors in green and clean industries, as well professional 
development and qualification for green jobs and new employment 
opportunities for current and emerging market needs.

The Academy will offer different specialization courses for key ‘green’ 
competencies in the field of HR Management, Marketing Management, 
PR Management and qualification programs for specialists in the field of 
renewable energy, energy efficiency and sustainable development.

Cleantech Bulgaria organized a discussion meeting to exchange experience between Bulgarian and Japanese experts in the 
field of biomass and biogas. 

The Japanese guests, Prof. Toru Furuichi and Ass. Prof. Kazuey Ishi  form the Hokuday University shared their experience 
with and discussed with their Bulgarian colleagues form the Bulgarian Energy Forum, the Association of the Bulgarian Energy 
Agencies and a couple of companies from the cleantech-sector the situation and prospects of renewable energy in Bulgaria.
Though at present the shares of renewable energy in Japan are lower than those in USA and Europe, the country is putting 
strong emphasize on research and development and a Strategy for Development of Biomass-Industry Cities was introduced 
earlier this year. 

Heavy accent in the sustainable policy of Japan is put on waste minimization. The country maintains its leadership position in 
recycling rate. For example, Japan’s plastic recycling rate is about twice that of the UK, and well above the 20% figure for the 
US. The two experts shared details on how the impressive 27 % of food waste recycling ratio has been archived.

1

Bulgarian-Japanese Meeting for best practice exchange on biomass and biogas was held in 
Sofia on 8th of March.

A separate department is dedicated to the children and youngsters – our most important investment to the sustainable 
future. All courses and activities of Green Academy will be announced on the Green Academy official website
www.greenacademy.bg .

Building green skills enabled by the start of Green Academy! 
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Total funds invested in clean energy & technologies globally slipped in Q1 2013 •	
was USD 65.4bn, increasing 11% from USD 58.7bn in Q4 2012. However, for the 
whole 2012, investment decreased by 11% to USD 268.7bn from a USD 302.3bn 
in 2011. In 2012, policy uncertainty, market overcapacity, and tighter credit condi-
tions in some nations were all to blame, but declining wind, solar, and other equip-
ment costs also played a major role. Indeed, despite the investment drop, new 
clean energy generating capacity actually deployed appears to have risen in 2012.

China continued to shatter clean energy records in 2012 and in the first quarter •	
of 2013. No less than USD 67.7bn went into new Chinese clean energy projects for 
the last 5 quarters (2012 and first of 2013) and companies over the course of the 
year, up 20% from 2011. The Asia Oceania (ASOC) region overtook EMEA (Europe 
in particular) to account for the largest share of total investment. The Americas 
(AMER) trailed far behind.

Geographic diversification of investment continued as more developing world •	
nations took part. Brazil, South Africa, India and China – the “BASIC” countries – 
attracted a record nearly 50% of all investments.

Wind was the clean energy sector to attract the most funds with 47% of •	
resources invested, while solar trailed behind with 35%. Small hydro projects con-
tinue rising their appeal, as such projects accounted for 11% of all investment in 
clean technologies worldwide in Q1 2013. Furthermore, in 2012, the only sector 
to show growth was small hydro (projects of less than 50MW) which posted a 17% 
rise to USD 7.6bn.

The gap between east and west applied not just to investment but to policy-•	
making as well. A number of Asian nations accelerate initiatives in 2013, most 
notably China and Japan. Chinese officials now boldly plan to install 49GW of new 
clean energy in 2013, including large hydro and 10GW of solar.

Overcapacity continued to predominate throughout 2012 and in the beginning •	
of 2013, strongly depressing prices for photovoltaic (solar panel) modules and 
wind turbines. Further price declines now appear likely for electric vehicles due to 
substantial overcapacity in lithium ion battery manufacturing.

Currently, among the largest cleantech projects worldwide are four offshore •	
wind sites in the German, UK and Belgian sections of the North Sea – Wikinger, 
Baltic II, Lincs and Northwind, at 400MW and USD 2.1bn, 288MW and USD 1.6bn, 
270MW and USD 1.6bn, and 216MW and USD 1.1bn respectively. One bright spot 
for asset financing was the continued geographical diversification into countries 
that have just begun to embrace clean energy. Looming large in 2012 were the 
USD 2.1bn financing of a 980MW small hydro portfolio on the Dnieper River in 
Ukraine; the Masen Ouarzazate solar thermal project in Morocco, at 160MW and 
USD 1.2bn; and the Marena onshore wind portfolio in Mexico, at 396MW and USD 
1bn.

2 Cleantech newsletter | Financial Snapshot
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Global Developments

 1 Analysis in this document only includes transactions which are publicly announced. Information in this document has been obtained from 
public sources which the editorial team believes to be reliable; however, we do not represent or warrant its accuracy and such information 
may be incomplete or condensed and/or subject to change in the future. As pending transactions are included, there may be a slight upward 
bias
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Learning has to be a continuous process. An employee needs not only to be qualified for 
daily activities, but also to build the capacities to adapt to the changes and develop on 
professional and personal level. Training is essential in developing new skills, but the most 
important aspect is, I think, that the employee has a real will to learn permanently. And I 
can say that in JTI we have this kind of good spirit.

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

In such a large company, with about 23,000 employees at global level (more than 1,000 in JTI Romania), we need to work 
together to achieve our objectives. This kind of behavior leads to new ideas, resulting in fresh perspectives and innovation. 
Also, we strive for continuous improvement.This means embedding quality into everything we do. I would add that in our fac-
tory we are guided by Kaizen management philosophy, which means continuous improvement. JTI Manufacturing was the first 
company in Romania to be certified 5S best in class, an essential principle of Kaizen.
 
We are improving permanently and the trainings are a very important tool in our day to day professional and personal devel-
opment.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?
Employees need a challenging working environment, opportunities to grow through training, international exposure, and last 
but not least recognition and correct reward of their efforts.

On the other hand, the employers need higher level of education and a flexible labour market.
The level of qualification of Romanian workforce should meet the new trends of the economy. This can be achieved by improv-
ing the effectiveness of education through a better collaboration between universities and employers, in order to ensure a 
good level of practice for the future graduates. This could bring better, well prepared candidates for future jobs in the context 
of a trend of lower quality of the education. 

Also, both employers and employees, need to consider the economic strategies and trends on the European level in order to 
become more competitive at international level. 

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Monica Vijeu, Human Resources Director JTI Romania, Moldova  and 
Bulgaria

3

Mix Perspectives
It is always interesting to see how the same questions could be answered from different points of view. 
The Mix perspectives section aims to show the different positions of the business, NGO representatives 
and policymakers regarding sustainability topics. In each issue the editorial team will present to your 
attention interviews with key representatives from the above mentioned stakeholder groups from the 
both countries - Bulgaria and Romania. 

In this issue we focus on:
“Sustainable employment - training, qualification and development of employees.”
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 Qualification is highly important on the current labor market, mainly due to the globaliza-
tion process which led to a strict segmentation of business development across the globe. 
Specialists, no matter what nationality they are, are always required by the top compa-
nies. 

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

Moreover, I believe that we are under a constant learning process and we are not in the position to say that we finished it 
because the world evolves as we speak – new technologies are discovered, the business environment adjust to different
particularities, people are more flexible regarding the new working opportunities.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?
I must say that there is a challenge in pointing out the key challenges for 2013. This is mainly due to the business environment 
repositioning in economic crisis context. For employers, I believe there is a challenge in keeping their key employees, as the 
competition is strong and the head hunters are very attentive on potential transfers. At the same time, motivating employees 
represents a key challenge, not only in terms of financial offers but also in terms of growth opportunities – trainings, 
responsibilities, leadership opportunities.

For employees, it might be a challenge to keep up with the fast development on the labor market and the ,,technology” 
integration in the daily life of the business and industry world. It is extremely important for people to keep up with the 
present times, reading a lot, experimenting through trainings, innovating their working skills, being team players and valuing 
the power of a team.

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Mr. Constantin Nita, Minister delegate for Energy, Romanian 
Government

3

As far as I am concerned, Europe is in a growth process and in the same time in a point where it needs to analyze which will 
be its priorities for the next decade: industry, IT, energy, tourism, trade, etc.

I have to say, not just because I am the Romanian Minister delegate for Energy, that energy is the main factor for
development for both Romania and the countries in the region.

Romania has an advantage in having both resources and expertise in exploitation of these resources. Funding is what we lack, 
but I am  confident that investors see us as a stable market for their development and I encouraged them to establish
partnerships with Romanian companies in order to turn to profit the business opportunities on the local market. 

3. Are there any new professions or positions that have been established in your asociation lately 
on national and international level?
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Starting with 2008 all companies were in a contest of cutting their costs. In all the industries you are looking, in all activity 
domains, people try to become efficient. And this was the attitude they have till 2011-2012, when they start realizing that 
all competitors are doing the same. In fact it is possible that based on the type of organization they are some of competitors 
can be even better in cutting costs.

In that moment all visionary organizations start looking around to find solutions to differentiate on that market from their 
competitors. And in order to achieve that you have only one solution – to become more efficient than others having better 
results with less resources. And this organizations like sport clubs, sport federations started investing in their human resourc-
es. By doing this they did start improving the level of services they provide and also to increase the total success. Employee 
development should be seen as crucial for the prosperity of all organizations, no matter what the sector or industry. 

CRSSE is mainly developing skills in the sport area – we aim to be the most important vocational training center for 
professionals in sport no matter the sport discipline.

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

Coming from our area of expertise, I can say that the requirements for specialists are the same as before in terms of skills 
needed. The difference comes from the fact that the economy needs now much more flexible knowledge and I see this as the 
main challenge that the labor market has to deal with. In this moment the market is looking for experts in one discipline that 
have also skills on horizontal and vertical level starting from their main area of expertise. 

Taking  this in consideration I would say that the biggest challenge we face is related to finding this type of specialists, multidis-
ciplinary evolved. And here, I think, is our role as vocational trainers and experts in personal developing, to find solutions and 
to provide the right type of courses that will cover in the same time the market need, company, sport club, etc  and will cover 
the needs of the individual, motivating him/her to invest in skills that will help for his/her future career path.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?

In our industry, education and training,  I can say that there are not new professions that appeared lately. Not even in the 
sport we are having in this moment increasing number of new jobs. The difference however appear on the skills that the 
people should have in order to fit in to the organizations. It becomes also important how these skills can be developed. In 
this moment there are very few educational solutions for people that want to develop more than the “standard” abilities and 
skills. In Romania there are very few organizations, except CRSSE, that are investing in development of skills in the sport area 
and qualifying people for new or existing jobs by providing  information regarding state of the art, latest technologies, and the 
newest methods for transforming  their sport clubs in a much more sustainable successful structure. 

3. Are there any new professions or positions that have been established in your asociation lately 
on national and international level?

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Mr. Amatto Zaharia, Vice-president  of Romanian Center for Studies 
in Sport and Education

Mr Zaharia is President of Romanian Kempo Federation, Executive President of the interna-
tional Kempo Federation, member of the Board of International Federation of MMA –Mix 
Martial Art. He has a master in Sport management and is alumni of Romanian National 
School of coaches.

3

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?
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The main reason is related to the constantly changing requirements and needs of customers. Our customers have become 
more demanding in recent years and they want to get better quality services at lower cost. And especially for globally 
recogniz¬able companies like DHL, these requirements are even higher. 

In DHL, we have several training programs for our employees - one of them is called “Certified International Specialist (CIS)”. It 
is a global program dedicated to the training of our staff from around the world by a unified methodology (one and the same 
for all offices). It starts with basic knowledge about the company’s history, products, mission and strategy, goes through the 
modules, specific for a particular profession and finishes with the cross-functional curriculum. This is how we build profes-
sionalism that is very favorable to our customers and raises their loyalty to the company, because this is how customers know 
that wherever in the world they use DHL, they will always receive the same high quality of service. 

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

The Employees’ perspective•	  
Surely, one of the main challenges for employees is the ability to adapt and integrate to changing conditions and requirements 
of the market and thus the customers. Being proactive, initiative and committed to their profession is another important asset 
that they may rely on during their performance.

The Employers’ perspective •	
Our standards are very high and so are our requirements to our employees. The main challenge from an employer’s point of 
view is to find the right people and then train them and of course - retain and motivate them to work with us in a long term. 

It is a fact of our reality that there is not enough well-trained staff on the Bulgarian market who would be able to start work 
immediately without undergoing preliminary specialized training with us. Take for example a salesman - we expect him/her 
not only to sell our services (for there are enough people in the labor market to do this) but to be able to understand the exact 
needs of the client and offer him/her only what he/she seeks, and not the entire portfolio of our services. It is important for 
a sales executive to be able to retain customers for a long period of time. This is sustainability to us, and it is directly related 
to the loyalty of our customers. We put emphasize on the long-term relationship between the employees and the company 
and we do our best that this pattern of behavior is transferred to a long-term relationship between the customers and the 
company, which will keep us successful.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?

New jobs and positions are being born constantly. The process to us is primarily concerned with the desire to satisfy the needs 
of our clients. We have differentiated an overall concept within the last 3-4 years, called the Quality Control Center. This Center 
consists of employees who proactively monitor shipments to customers - “Will the shipment arrive on time?”, “Are there any 
potential problems upon its arrival?” etc. The project is new to us. It was initiated on a global level for our Key Account cus-
tomers then expanded the focus to specific industries (for example medical items are always high priority). Currently each DHL 
country office employs professionals responsible especially for the “quality control”. We plan this “quality control” concept to 
be further unfolded and reach all shipments of our end-customers.

3. Are there any new professions or positions that have been established in your company lately 
on national and international level?

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Mrs. Kazakova, CEO of DHL Bulgaria: 
“Every employee is a salesman” - Lead

Snezhina Kazakova is the CEO of DHL Express Bulgaria ltd. since the beginning of 2009. She 
co-manages the company together with Krassen Garov and Kaloyan Stefanov. Her previous 
job was Commercial Director of a company with a proven record of company’s revenue 
two-digit growth year on year. Snezhina Kazakova has a MSC degree in Chemistry and a 
Bachelor’s degree in English Pedagogy. In her leisure time she likes to visit the exotic places 
of Bulgaria and the world.
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Youth education and further training of the employees has always been one of the priority issues for the Bulgarian Business 
Leaders Forum. We believe that qualified and trained employees are guarantee for sustainable business development of each 
company. That is why we have implemented a number of projects in that direction, such as our largest and longest-running 
initiative “Business Master Classes”, carried out with great success for 10 years, which main purpose was to bring together 
business and young people and thus bridge the gap between students’ theoretical background and real business expectations. 
Or the new project called ‘Lead for Tomorrow’, which we started in 2011, designed to give chance to young talents and future 
managers in Bulgarian companies to learn directly from the best in the global business world through series of lectures with 
outstanding individuals. 

There are many reasons why employees should be trained, although every company must carefully asses the value and neces-
sity of training based on their individual circumstances and needs. I can give a few examples: additional training helps employ-
ees improve both themselves and the company services / products. Training gives them new ideas and a new incentive to do 
their job better, i.e. enhances their productivity. Another important reason is that having well trained employees can allow 
companies to promote from within, thus saving efforts of finding the right person for a vacancy. Proper and effective training 
can also help promote better retention in companies and reduce employee turnover – something very important in these 
uncertain times. Last but not least, employees need training on how they can stay safe in their workplace.

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

One of the biggest challenges for both employees and employers is the insufficiency and detachment from the real business 
educa¬tion in schools. Most of what is taught in schools does not provide candidates with the ability to perform their job 
without some kind of training, which to enable them apply their classroom theory to the practical world. Another big issue is 
the rapidly changing job requirements that call for life-long learning readiness. The coming of global companies in Bulgaria also 
changed the set of necessary skills for an individual to be successful. Nowadays, a strong emphasis is put on technical skills, 
knowledge of foreign languages, ability to work in multinational environment, to achieve global standards, etc. These are some 
of the reasons for the high rate of unemployment, while the employers experience difficulties to find qualified workers. 

I think Bulgarian companies are trying to tackle this problem proactively. What gives me certainty is the significant increase in 
the number of projects we received for our Responsible Business Awards 2012 in the categories “Investor in Human Capital” 
and “Investor in Knowledge”. This is a trend worldwide – a number of studies show that employee engagement is fundamental 
to corporate performance. So, it is not surprising that in these difficult economic times, companies focus their efforts (and 
budgets) to support motivation, qualification and thus maintain the commitment of their employees.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?

New professions emerge from industry trends and needs. In respect to technological advances, there is still a strong need for 
software developers, data analysts, market research analysts and marketing specialists. From our perspective, a new profes-
sion to Bulgaria is that of the CSR and Community Specialist, which once was executed by the PR or Marketing Manager of 
the respective company.

3. Are there any new professions or positions that have been established in your company lately 
on national and international level?

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Gergana Kutseva, Communications Manager at Bulgarian Business 
Leaders Forum

Gergana Kutseva is Communications Manager at Bulgarian Business Leaders Forum – the 
leading organization in Bulgaria devoted to promoting the principles and values of corporate 
social responsibility (CSR). Currently, over 120 companies are members of the Forum and 
some 1500 are grantees of its Business Ethics Standard, developed especially to the purpose 
of establishing a secure and attractive business environment in the country. BBLF was set up 
15 years ago by 12 multinational companies and NGOs, inspired by the dream of business 
eth¬ics, and inaugurated by the President of Bulgaria Petar Stoyanov and HRH The Prince of 
Wales. The Forum is affiliated to the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF).
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Today, more than ever, the key to achieve better social and economic outcomes is   invest-
ing in the employees’ knowledge and skills.  Nowadays, the workforce should continuously 
develop fundamental and universal (portable) skills, use of ICT, foreign languages and voca-
tional training, and also skills acquired in both formal educational system and non-formal 
and informal learning. Develop creativity, innovative thinking and entrepreneurship is what 
is necessary today.

1. Why is it important to train and develop our employees?

The new challenges in front of economies and labor markets originates from the constant development of new technologies 
in contrast to the demographic changes and especially the aging trend both resonating in resource depletion and increased 
demand for new energy sources on one hand, and the recent global economic crisis on the other hand. 

These changes necessitated the adoption of new policy measures to ensure the growth and competitiveness of the European 
economies. “Europe 2020” is the newly adopted strategy that addresses these challenges on an European level – it sets the 
foundation of economic progress, human capital, research and development, innovation and entrepreneurship, efficient use 
of resources for the forthcoming decade. 

The realization of this strategy will take constant rethinking of policies development, human resources management and 
reshaping the policies for education, training and employment in order to make them if not outpacing, at least  promptly to 
the new needs and requirements of the economy and new jobs.

2. What are the challenges in front on the labor market?

According to the the European Centre for Development of Vocational Training’s (Cedefop) specialized in forecast the demand 
and supply of skills in the EU by 2020, the trend of transformation of European economies from traditional industries to ser-
vices- and high-tech oriented sectors will continue. Most of the jobs will be created in the field of business and other services, 
including tourism and culture- and leasure-related activities. Next come the jobs in the distribution and transport sector and in 
non-market services - services provided by the public sector. The share of employment in the construction business is expected 
to remain relatively stable. Despite the projected employment decrease in agriculture and manufacturing, these sectors will 
continue to provide a significant share of employment of the workforce in Europe.

By 2020, occupations requiring higher qualifications are expected to grow. One of the most important groups of  job occu-
pations in 2020 will be those involving highly skilled employees with specialization in engineering and physical sciences, life 
sciences, healthcare, educational, financial and business sectors. Important driver for employment growth will be the health 
and social services because of the expected significant raise in the number of “white” jobs. Investing in clean technologies to 
combat climate change will create new opportunities for business and “green” jobs. Last but not least, new economic develop-
ment models designed upon knowledge and innovation will be required to ensure the provision of sufficient human capital in 
science, math and engineering in future.

3. Are there any new professions or positions that have been established in your company lately 
on national and international level?

Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees?

Ms. Elka Dimitrova, PhD, Director of Department “Labor market 
policy”, Ministry of Labour and Social Policy Bulgaria
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Sustainable employment - training, qualification 
and development of employees? There were four transactions/investments in the clean energy sector in Bulgaria and Romania accounting for a total 

of around USD 7.5m (only the reported values). Three of the deals were in Romania and only one in Bulgaria.  In 
Q4, 2012, there were five transaction – four in Romania and one in Bulgaria. Total announced value was USD 48m 
(two deals with announced value).

4

Bulgaria & Romania Cleantech Investment & Market Overview

Figure 1: Q1 2013/Q4 2012 Romania & Bulgaria Clean Energy Investment/Transactions

Source: Business Media Sources

Some of the most recent (Q1 2013) and most inetresting deals include:
Pressburg Partners (Austria) - Solar Electric Frasinet SRL (Romania)

Austrian project investment company Pressburg Partners has acquired a 50% stake in each of the Romanian solar project 
developing companies Solar Electric Frasinet and Solar Electric Mostistea. Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed. Solar 
Electric Frasinet and Solar Electric Mostistea are affiliates of local project management company Est Solar Engineering. Est 
Solar Engineering is currently responsible with the permits procurement and technical development of a 15MW project in the 
Frasinet region of Calarasi, 85 km outside Bucharest. The funding for the project is provided by Pressburg Partners and the 
German company Aline Energy is accountable with the supply and installation of the photovoltaic panels. Pressburg Partners 
has acquired its present name in 2010 but has provided the financing for a number of renewable energy projects in Europe 
since 2007. (undisclosed fee)

RCS & RDS (Romania) - Firatelectric (Romania)

Romanian telecommunication firm RCS & RDS has acquired a 90% stake in local electricity producer Firatelectric. Financial 
terms of the deal were not disclosed. This is the third acquisition RCS & RDS makes in the Braila county in the energy sector, 
after at the end of 2012 has paid EUR 20m to acquire a 90% stake each in two solar energy companies (please see Figure 1). 
Firatelectric is a new company with two headquarters in the Braila region, one of them being in Insuratei, where RCS & RDS is 
currently developing a 5MW solar project. RCS & RDS was founded in 1994 and became one of the largest local and Eastern 
European telecommunications companies. It employed almost 7000 people and registered RON 2.24bn (EUR 0.53 bln) in
revenues and RON 0.25 bln (EUR 59.2m) in operating profit in 2011. (undisclosed fee)

Libra Capital (Poland) – EKO Novenergy (Bulgaria)

Polish investment company Libra Capital announced it has acquired a 10% stake in Bulgarian green energy company Eko 
Novenergy for PLN 17.18mn (EUR 4.14m). The deal was done through the acquisition of Bulgarian sector company Geotherm 
Energy, which holds 10% stake in Eko Novenergy. Libra Capital plans to buy a further 20% stake in Eko Novenergy. Eko 
Novenergy, through its SPV’s, builds two photovoltaic panels and four wind farms located in Momchilgrad and Svilengrad, 
southern Bulgaria, Dragoman, western Bulgaria and Rakovo, eastern Bulgaria. Libra Capital is listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange.
(USD 5.4m)
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Figure 2: Newly Installed Renewable Energy Capacities in Bulgaria for 2012

Source: State Water and Energy Agency Bulgaria

SIF Oltenia (Romania) – Energiafoto SRL (Romania)

Romanian investment fund SIF Oltenia has increased its stake in local majority state-owned electric power transmission com-
pany CNTEE Transelectrica by 0.61%.Through four transactions taking place between 21st January and 6th February, SIF Oltenia 
has acquired 0.45mn shares of the 73.3mn shares of Transelectrica at an average price of RON 13.9 (EUR 3.15) per share. The 
primary acquisition took place on the 6th February when SIF Oltenia acquired 0.25mn shares at a price of RON 14.3 (EUR 
3.24) each. The seller of the transacted shares has not been disclosed. CNTEE Transelectrica was created in 2000 as a result 
of the split of the Romanian Electricity Authority in four independent entities that also include Electrica, Hidroelectrica and 
Termoelectrica. Its primary shareholders as of 22nd January 2013 are the Romanian state with a 58.7% stake, Property Fund 
with a 13.5% stake and SIF Oltenia with a 6.35% stake. (USD 1.9m)

RCS & RDS (Romania) – Transelectrica (Romania)

Romanian telecom operator RCS&RDS has purchased a majority ownership in two Romanian solar power development
companies, Energyall Distribution SRL and Energiafoto SRL. The two acquisitions were estimated to have costed RCS&RDS 
around EUR 20m in total. This would be the first time RCS&RDS is expanding its portfolio to include a non-telecom company. 
With activities in Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Serbia, Slovenia and Spain, RCS&RDS is the largest internet and 
cable provider in Romania. (USD 25.9m)

ReneSola (China) – Ecosfer Energy (Romania)

Chinese photovoltaic manufacturer ReneSola Group through its Romanian unit Renesola New Energy acquired Romanian 
company Ecosfer Energy, which is developing a 9.43 MW photovoltaic power plant. The value of the total project is some EUR 
18m. Sellers are private investors Razvan Eduard Nitescu and Stefan Lucian Folescu. Established in 2005, ReneSola is a vertically 
integrated conglomerate with operations from virgin polysilicon to photovoltaic systems. The group has been listed on New 
York Stock Exchange since in 2008.(USD 23.4m)

Renewable Energy – New Producers Registered and Capacities Installed in 2012 and Q1 2013
For the first quarter of 2013, the number of newly registered producers of renewable energy in Bulgaria and 
Romania is 2150. For the whole of 2012, the newly installed renewable capacity only in Bulgaria is 971.7 MW, as 
compared to 223 MW in 2011 and 97.75 MW in 2008 (see Figure 2). Wind energy continues to be the most
lucrative clean energy investment in both Romania (mostly) and Bulgaria as in Romania according to Enrst & Young 
newly installed wind energy reached almost 2000MW just in the last 15 months.
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Figure 3: Major Renewable Energy Producers in Bulgaria as of March 2013

Source: State Water and Energy Agency Bulgaria, Ministry of Economy

The majority of renewable energy in Bulgaria comes from water plants – both in terms of installed capacity and produced 
energy. The total energy generated from water plants in the last quarter of 2012 is 555,567.64 MWh, or 50% of all the energy 
generated from renewables (Table 3). 

The second biggest share in renewables is taken by the wind-power plants (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 for the biggest wind 
energy producers in Bulgaria and Romania). Although still big, this share is significantly lower than the one of water plants. In 
the last quarter of 2012, they have produced 353,837.15 MW of energy, or 32% of all the renewable energy in the period. 

Bulgaria

Renewable Energy –Market Overview 

Figure 4: Major Wind Energy Producers in Bulgaria as of March 2013

Source: State Water and Energy Agency Bulgaria
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The photovoltaic plants have a much smaller share of the energy production: in Q4 of 2012, it is only 17%, or 187,825.76 MW. 
This is due to the fact that the capacities in this sector are significantly lower. This is compensated by the greater number of 
investors, guaranteed by highest preferential selling prices for the solar energy. Since June 2011 (latest change), the price of 
the energy produced by water plants is between BGN 98 and BGN 229 per MWh, and it is as high as 236 to 332 lv per Mwh 
for the photovoltaic plants  . At the same time, the solar plants need much smaller investment.
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The introduction of the “green premium” in July 2009 (2.8% from the electicity bill ) and its increase in July 2012 (6,2% 
increase) were meant to compensate for the preferential prices at which the green energy is purchased. At the same time, 
there is a decrease in these same prices, corresponding with the decrease of investment costs when new renewable capacity 
is installed (especially for energy from photovoltaic installations). The utility bills price increase had a major impact on the 
attractiveness sector in the country which is now badly suffering.

The problem increases with the network access tax introduced in Bulgaria and also expected in Romania, which was imposed 
on the renewable energy producers in order to compensate for the losses of the Electricity distribution companies (EDC) and 
the Electricity system operator which maintain the electricity infrastructure.

Measures needed for the stabilization of the Renewable Energy Sources in Bulgaria: 
•	 increasing	the	capacity	of	the	existing	energy	infrastructure
•	 increasing	the	possibilities	for	effective	management	of	new	power	sources	(for	example	by	increasing	the	capacity	of	the	
high voltage network with the European Structural Funds)
•	 improvement	of	the	administrative	capacity,	in	order	to	adequately	regulate	the	emergence	of	new	producers
•	 a	more	complex	assessment	of	the	energy	system	(the	increase	of	the	percentage	of	green	powers	is	as	important	as	the	
improvement of the energy efficiency in the regular household consumption

Outlook – Struggling Against Regulatory Change and Public Opinion

The picture in Romania is slightly different as it remains one of the top spots for clean energy investment in the EMEA region. 
30% of total renewable energy in Romania comes from hydroplants, wind energy is dominating the rest of renewable energy 
produced.  In the last 3 years the total investment in the sector has been of over EUR 3 bn. This means 1822 MW in wind 
plants, 40MW in solar plants, 40 MW in biomas.  According the the ministry of energy, there will be EUR 500m green energy 
subsidy given again.  In the last 3 years, around 2000 MW energy with renewable source has been connected to the Romanian 
national electricity grid, most of them being wind plants. This phenomena has been encouraged by a very generous support 
scheme and favorable weather. This generous scheme has equaled almost EUR 450m return on investment for the investors 
so far, taking in account that actually this scheme has been applied only for a year.

As a whole, Romania’s renewable energy market does not suffer from lack of interest, which is especially true of wind power. 
As opposed to Bulgaria’s case, there is no regulatory changes negatively affecting the market. The country’s Dobrogea region 
along the Black Sea coast is already home to hundreds of wind turbines and more are coming. 1,200 MW of wind farms are 
being developed in Dobrogea with turbines from Chinese wind turbine maker Sinovel Wind Group Earlier during the year, 
Eolica Dobrogea completed for Spanish Iberdrola Renovables an 80-MW wind farm in the area. Czech utility CEZ is also
finishing total wind power capacity of 600 MW in southeastern Romania.

Romania

Figure 5: Major Wind Energy Producers in Romania as of March 2013

Source: Multiple
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Among the EU member states in CEE, Romania holds the highest ranking in Renewable Energy Country Attractiveness Indices 
of Ernst & Young. In the 2012 edition of the indices the country was on the 14th place, an improvement from the 21st place 
in May 2011, while in August 2012 it climbed to the 13th spot. Romania also took the 11th spot in the wind energy indices for 
2012, compared to 18th a year earlier

Ministry of Energy of Romania plans to (for 2013)   to introduce a subsidy modification scheme reducing previous generous 
subsidies by:
•	 Reducing	the	green	certificates	number	(especially	in	solar	energy)
•	 Reducing	the	green	certificates	value
Yet, despite this relative limitations, forecasts for the support scheme until 2020: 4000 MW in wind plants, 260 MW in solar 
and 600 MW in biomass. If the technology cost will stay as it is now, this would involve an investment of almost EUR 4,5bn.

Outlook – highest ranking of renewable energy investment attractiveness in Europe

Overcapacity continued to predominate throughout 2012 and in the beginning of 2013, strongly depressing prices for
photovoltaic (solar panel) modules and wind turbines. Further price declines now appear likely for electric vehicles due to 
substantial overcapacity in lithium ion battery manufacturing. 

In addition, Solar PV equipment prices in Q1 2013 hit new all-time lows with the global average spot price for polysilicon
falling below USD 20/kg. Chinese-made multicrystallline modules slipped 9% to USD 0.77/W. The price of Romanian/Bulgarian 
PV equipment is around USD 0.88/W

Yet, manufacturing of photovoltaic panel component is an area where Bugarian and Romanian enterprises have demonstrated 
competitive advantages, producing some of the cheapest such components in Europe. There is a number of producers with 
some of the more distinguished being:

Figure 6: Major PV Components Producers – Bulgaria and Romania

Source: Multiple

Related Industry Market View
Photovoltaic Equipment Manufacturers 
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Only two years after its launch, already 47 clusters from across the world joined GCCA, the Global Cleantech Cluster Association 
(www.globalcleantech.org), representing 10’000 Cleantech companies. GCCA creates conduits for companies, investors, sci-
ence and government representatives to harness the tremendous benefits of international cleantech cluster collaboration in 
an efficient, affordable network. To provide access to capital, GCCA runs the annual Later Stage Awards. The 10 winners of the 
2011 GCCA Later Stage Award secured funding of over USD 460 million, an average of USD 46 million per company. GCCA is 
currently accepting nominations for its 2013 Later Stage Awards (deadline June 1, 2013).

By Christian Haeuselmann
Co-founder swisscleantech and GCCA

Scaling sustainable business opportunities
“Cleantech clusters are a proven solution to scale sustainable, regional economic development,” said Christian Haeuselmann, 
co-founder of swisscleantech, the leading business association driving sustainable policy and business development in 
Switzerland. “Switzerland is a highly innovative market, and - due to the rather small home market with 8 million
inhabitants - experienced in international collaboration. Thus it was a natural concept for swisscleantech to initiate GCCA, 
the Global Cleantech Cluster Association, together with the Finnish Cleantech Cluster and Watershed Capital from Atlanta/
Georgia.”

Cleantech is not a sector, but a quality factor
Swisscleantech defines Cleantech as a quality factor affecting all goods, services, processes and business models across all 
industries and value-added steps, that contribute significantly to a sustainable economy. The main components of this
contribution are increased resource efficiency, decreased demand of natural land, reduced emissions of pollutants, the further 
reduction of detrimental impacts on the environment, as well as inducing beneficial changes for society.

GCCA 
Making local Cleantech

clusters global 

Cleantech newsletter | Cleantech International

Showcasing cleantech’s rising stars
“The annual GCCA Later Stage Awards have become the international showcase of cleantech’s rising stars,” said Shawn Lesser 
from Watershed Capital. “All the nominees are developing innovative clean technologies and growing their local green econo-
mies and we are thrilled to support them through our award.” The 200+ nominated companies in 2013 will be evaluated by 
over 30 venture Capital and cleantech judges hand-selected for the Later Stage Award. Combined, the GCCA judging roster 
has invested over $3.5 billion in clean technology. The judges include Generation’s Climate Solutions Fund, The Rockefeller 
Foundation, Dow Venture Capital, BASF Venture Capital and more. The GCCA Later Stage Awards ceremony will be held in 
November 2013, at the Corporate Venture Day in Lahti/Finland. Every GCCA cluster nominates up to 10 of their member 
companies for the Award. The participation in the awards is free of charge. For further information, please contact Cleantech 
Romania (office@cleantech-romania.ro for all Romanian companies) and Cleantech Bulgaria (info@cleantech.bg for all 
Bulgarian companies).

Success stories - GCCA accelerates access to markets
In March 2012, just a few months after winning the GCCA Award, Imperative Energy from Ireland was able to close their first 
business contracts in the U.S. market, bringing new biomass energy solutions to industrial and commercial customers. “In 
November 2011 we won the category Bioenergy at the GCCA Later Stage Awards, following a nomination by The Green Way, 
Ireland’s Cleantech Cluster. This accelerated our expansion into overseas markets, especially the U.S. and the Caribbean,” said 
Joe O’Carroll, Managing Director at Imperative Energy, a leading provider of biomass heat and power solutions in the UK and 
Ireland. A project pipeline with a capital expenditure of over $100 million in the next few years is planned. This market entry 
was further supported by Schmid AG Energy Solutions from Switzerland: Imperative and a main U.S. customer are connected 
through the Swiss-based manufacturer and supplier of best-in-class bioenergy technologies. Another success story is related 
to a global energy engineering and technology corporation from Finland, searching for potential joint venture partners in 
Canada. Denis Leclerc, the GCCA cluster manager of EcotechQuebec in Montreal, and Nina Harjula from the Finnish Cleantech 
Cluster organized a pitch session in Montreal, with more than 20 local startups and SME’s and selected top executives from 
the Finnish company participating. “Due to GCCA, bringing together the top executives and the innovation leaders was highly 
efficient and affordable,” said Nina Harjula. “Without GCCA, the Finnish company would not have found these smaller com-
panies so fast, and the startup entrepreneurs might not have been able to personally pitch to top executives of such a large 
global corporation.”
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CLEANTECH ROMANIA will officially launch its activity on the 
Romanian Market in May 2013, within an event where will be 
present more than 100 guests: entrepreneurs, consultants, top 
managers, NGO`s representatives, public personalities and 
policymakers. There will be also invited journalists,
communication representatives, people that were involved 
within innovating actions and projects and sustainability concept 

through a new  responsible business attitude. CLEANTECH ROMANIA will be the voice of business and 
civil society in the communication to the policy makers – in order to find together the best solutions 
for economic and social development of Romania within the context of the fundamental changes that 
we face and to lead to a more RESPONSIBLE  usage of the existing resources. Cleantech Romania it is 
also  the communication platform that gathers for the first time in Romania, under the same values 
and guidelines, ideas and businesses in order to create a NEW ECO-CONSCIOUSNESS through ACTION, 
ATTITUDE, EDUCATION.

The main goal for CLEANTECH Romania in it’s first year is to create a community of companies, NGOs 
and individuals that share and pass on the sustainable economic development concept through innova-
tion, regardless the economic area and the resources that are being saved - natural, financial, human.

One of the most important events in renewable 
energy will have over 900 exhibitors from 
photovoltaic, bio-energy, cogeneration, energetic 
efficiency, wind energy and hydro-energy field will 
be taken on June, 2013. According to the Foreign 
Investors Council (FIC), in the next three years 

Romania will absorb 5 bln Euro The specialists consider that in 2013 the investments will continue due to 
the previous success of the first projects. Beyond the specialized companies with activities in
renewable energy from across Europe ( Germany, France, Italy etc), USA and Asia, the event will have 
special guests from local authorities, professional associations, researchers, key representatives from 
industry. Within the activities, conferences, round tables, workshops, will be debated essential 
problems from this economic field and various presentations of companies managers, official 
representatives and researchers.

Cleantech Romania Launching Event May 2013

RoEnergy Bucharest 2013 – The Romanian Market for Renewable Energy 
will take place on 5-7 of June 2013

Corporate Social Responsibility – Next Level. Practical approach for a 
responsible community

The main objective of this local event is to promote the best practice models, solutions and innovative 
ideas that companies use and practice in order to bring their contribution to the local communities. The 
goal of the event is to showcase CSR as a possible mission perceived by many organizations that generates 
value to business and positive impact on society. 

The event is innovating: conference, followed by two series of three workshops where the participant will 
have the opportunity to choose the one that will be suitable for their needs and interests. The event will 
take place on April 25 in Cluj- Napoca.
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From January 2013 all companies in Bulgaria are obliged by law to collect and 
deposit separately their waste - paper, plastic, glass and metals. Therefore for the 
second consecutive year Cleantech Bulgaria takes up the challenge to organize an 
initiative that can be easily integrated into the workflow of any organization and 
inform employees in an interactive way about the waste treatment at work.

WASTE OFFICE WEEK 2013

Waste Office Week 2013 follow-up campaign of the successful Green Office 
Week 2012!

Waste Office Week 2013 will be held in the week between 27th of May and 1st 
of June and through everyday small “steps” is designed to change from “inside 

out” the working environment in companies and to promote sustainable attitudes and behavior among 
their employees.
Each day of the week will focus on a different type of waste typical for any organization:

National corporate campaign for sustainable business

When and where?

 27th of May - 1st of June 2013

In the offices of the Bulgarian
companies

Waste Office Online Guide for each 
employee

Waste Office Calendar for each office

Waste Office Open Air Workshop in the last 
day of the week

Waste Office gifts for all employees that 
participate actively

For further information and registration, please visit - http://events.cleantech.bg/en  or contact us on 
info@cleantech.bg

What does every company receive?

Spring Festival for responsible lifestyle 
Green Days 2013
25th -28th of April 2013 in Sofia in front of the National Theater “Ivan Vazov”

When you see in the spring business with fresh ideas, organizations and curious journalists gathering in 
the centre of Sofia, these are Green days.
When you see there hundreds of people crowding, this is the exciting program of Green days.
When the crowd becomes noisy, colorful and full of energy, this is the mood of Green days.
When people leave inspired and enriched, this is the spirit of Green days.

Cleantech newsletter | Forthcomming Events Bulgaria
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SOUTH-EAST EUROPEAN ECO FORUM
29-31 May 2013, Sofia, Bulgaria
Inter Expo Center 
South-East Europe is a part of the global green revolution - nearly 300 billion euros will be invested by 
2020 in regional energy infrastructure, which will boost the economy by developing all-renewable
energies and energy efficiency. Still, the Region lags behind the rest of Europe in EE & RE applying and is 
in a major need of up-to-date technologies and equipment for this purpose.
Bulgaria has a strategic geographical location which makes it a key European energy hub. In compliance 
with the Directive 2009/28/EC the National overall target of Bulgaria for share of energy from RE in gross 
final consumption of energy by 2020 is set to 16%. Two new incentive programmes have been
presented by the Bulgarian Government in September 2012 and with the newly launched schemes Energy 
Renovation of Bulgarian Homes (ERBH) and Energy Efficiency and Green Economy Programme (EEGEP), 
decisive steps will be taken  for reducing the waste of energy nationally. 
The event is one of the prominent b2b eco initiatives in the Region of South-East Europe. 
It established itself as a platform for setting up new partnerships between governmental and local 
policy makers, investors, business executives, representatives of branch associations. Through the years 
it has been continuously broadening its scope – launched initially as a EE and RE event, it enlarged its 
span, enriched its format with a lot of side-events. As a result the 2013 edition will incorporate several 
concurrent events covering related topics with direct environmental impact.

The big (Forum’s) tent is the presentations and meeting point. It also includes exhibition space. The tents 
can be arranged with shelves as a vending spot for the needs of traders. Another option for tent arrange-
ment offers more space for presentation of travel destinations.
The Forum’s big tent will host PPP by tourist guides or video presentations about destinations from 
around the world. A Photo exhibition with photos will also be displayed.
Green Days offer also good possibilities to organize different activities and outdoor demonstrations. These 
include youth contests on biking and climbing, as well as fun zone for active games and performances.

During the event you are invited to:
•	 Open-air	fair	–	products	for	a	healthier	and	a	more	responsible	daily	round
•	 Presentation	of	ecologically	and	socially	responsible	businesses
•	 The	Bulgarian	Green	Tourism:	destinations,	tour	operators,	guesthouses,	outdoor	shops
•	 Interactive	 initiatives	 –	 dance	 and	 art	workshops,	 climbing	&	biking	 competitions,	 and	many	more	
surprises
•	 Donation	campaign
•	 Photo	exhibition
•	 It	is	a	promotion	of	creativity,	innovations	and	adventures.

When people’s behavior towards nature and other people becomes more responsible, and they change 
their attitude to production or consumption, this is the success of Green days …
The spring festival of responsible tourism, nature and healthy living GREEN DAYS “opens doors” to visi-
tors and minds! “Green Days” are celebration of what is called “lifestyle of health and sustainability”.

Bio market & Travel Show - 25-28 April

ENERGY EFFICIENCY & 
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Congress & Exhibition

BUILDING MANAGEMENT & AUTOMATION
Conference & Exhibition

SOLAR PV & THERMAL
Exhibition

ELEVATORS & ESCALATORS
Exhibition

For further information you can visit: http://www.eeandres.viaexpo.com/en/exhibition/
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As members of the The Global Cleantech Cluster 
Assocication Cleantech Bulgaria and Cleantech 
Romania offer to the regional companies the oppor-
tunity to participate in the 3rd edition of the Global 
Cleantech Later Stage Awards 2013. 

The competition seeks to find and build the next 
generation of global leading companies in the 
Cleantech sector and launches the “GCCA Later 
Stage Award” to vote out the most promising later 
stage Cleantech companies across the globe. The 
nominated companies compete in 10 categories 
and gain international media and investment
exposure through the competition. The GCCA Later 
Stage Award seeks to not only identify the most 
promising new technologies, but lay the
groundwork for those yet to come. The top 10 
winners will be awarded in a official ceremony in 
November 2013, at the Corporate Venture Day in 
Lahti/Finland.

The nomination process of the GCCA 2013 Later Stage Award takes place in two phases. This first phase 
is filled out by the nominating cluster from each country - Cleantech Romania or Cleantech Bulgaria. 

If you are a company that produces innovative “clean” products, technologies or services, you can apply 
until May 1st, sending a logo and short description of your company in English to:

info@cleantech.bg - for all Bulgarian companies•	
office@cleantech-romania.ro - for all Romanian Companies•	

The participation in the competition is free of charge. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR BULGARIAN AND ROMANIAN CLEANTECH 

From all applications, only 10 companies from Bulgaria and 10 from Romania and will be nominated to 
participate in the competition. 

Once a company has been nominated, the GCCA expects the cluster to alert the company to the Phase 
2 process. Companies must complete Phase 2 to be eligible for the awards. Incomplete submissions will 
not be considered.

Competition TOP 10 Global 
Cleantech Companies

Nomination Phase 1: 2013 Later Stage Award

The deadline to submit nominations for Phase 1 is May 1, 2013.
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Cleantech Bulgaria is an expert network that supports sustainable 
development and integration of clean technologies and innovative 
green business practices in Bulgaria. Cleantech Bulgaria is 
establishing and developing expert networks, commercial and 
strategic partnerships with different clusters, associations and
companies working in the field of social innovations, environment 
and education, connecting these tree elements in one only 
goal – enabling sustainable change to an eco-conscious culture, 
business and life. 

The activities of Cleantech Bulgaria are aimed to spur collaboration, 
innovation and business on two levels: offline thought different
initiatives and tailor made services on local level and online trough 
the web 2.0 based online platform www.cleantech.bg that connects 
and develops opportunities for the Bulgarian ecosystem.

Cleantech Romania is a communication platform that brings
together, for the first time, under the same values and following 
the same guidelines, the business and corporate environment, the 
scientific and academic expertise and also the civil society. The main 
purpose is to support a responsible use of resources, a sustainable 
development of clean technologies in eco-friendly conditions and the 
development of a new generation of people with a new mind set.   

We aim to become the voice, vehicle and instrument to sustain and 
develop a business environment and a modern educational system 
that will get to a mind set change of the society towards preserving 
the resources of the country.

Cleantech Romania’s main objective is to develop a community that 
will lead and share the principle of economic sustainable
development through innovation.
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Cleantech ROMANIA
Bucharest 7000, Arcului St., No. 21
Tel: +40 372 953 333
E-mail: office@cleantech-romania.ro
Web: www.cleantech-romania.ro

T O  S U S T A I N A B I L T Y  T H R O U G H  I N N O V A T I O N

Cleantech BULGARIA
Sofia 1000, Triaditsa St., No. 6,
Triaditsa Office Center, 3rd Floor.
Tel : +359 888 256 123
Email: info@cleantech.bg
Web: www.cleantech.bg

events.cleantech.bg


